
All Affinity couches have evolved from a real
understanding of what you, as therapists, want and more
importantly, what you expect from a leading brand.  We
are passionate about what we do and incredibly proud of
our reputation for quality, reliability, innovation and
unquestionable value.  Years of development and research
into materials, design and technology, as well as working
closely with you has enabled us to create a superb range
of Affinity therapy couches which are now widely used by
the UK’s leading therapists in private practice, spas, salons,
colleges, sports and medical establishments.   

With comfort and wellbeing of client/patient our prime
consideration, our ergonomic designs are engineered to
ensure your own comfort too, with many innovative ideas
for close work and posture support.  We know that a
comfortable therapist will always give a better treatment! 

Thank you for your interest in Affinity.  Full product
information and specifications can be found on our
website www.therapyessentials.co.uk or from the
distributor listed in the box below.

Sports & Medical Holistic

Affinity Portable Flexible
Versatile • Comfort • Value

You might also like..

“We purchased our Affinity Portable Flexible over 3 years

ago and have been so pleased with its comfort, versatility

and, surprisingly, value for money.  We especially like the

angle of the lifting back rest and the reiki end panels are

a great bonus when doing facials and pedicures as I now

have a more comfortable work position.”

Affinity Port Flex
Plus Upgrade
Pack

Affinity Rolling
Stool

Affinity
Fleece Pad
Set

Affinity Side Arm
Extenders

Affinity Folding
Stool

Affinity Face Rest
Cozies (4 pack)

Affinity Paper
Towel Holder

From practice to professional....



Spa & Beauty

UK market leader in equipment for Professional Therapists



You might also like..

Affinity Body
Bolster

Affinity Backrest
Stool

Affinity 3 Part
Sheet Set

Affinity Saddle
Stool

Affinity Caldera
Stone Heater

Affinity Soft 
Contour Bolster

Therapy Essentials is part of the Certikin group

of companies, who in 2013 celebrated 50 years

in manufacturing. Our distributors are carefully

selected for their expertise and professionalism.

We fully recognise the part that they, and you,

play in making Affinity the success that it is

today and we thank you for that. 

As the largest supplier of therapy equipment in

the UK, we pride ourselves on the

development of our range of couches, which

over the years, have been designed specifically

for all areas of therapy and treatments.  This is

why we proudly make the claim 'designed by

therapists for therapists'

The Affinity brand is well recognised as a

market leading brand sourced by the UK’s

leading spas, beauty salons and mobile

therapists.   Our couches and equipment are

widely used in top name spas and salons

across the UK including Harvey Nichols, Rush,

Hilton Hotels, Harrods, Lush, Malmasion and

Clarins Spas to name but a few.

Whether you are considering a lightweight

portable or static salon/spa couches, there is

an Affinity table to meet all your requirements.

Affinity Diva-Prima
Luxury • Iconic • Ergonomic

The only couch you’ll ever need.....

“We were delighted to take delivery of our 6 Divas for use at ‘The

Garage’. The beds looked beautiful, the quality was a real surprise

and we could not believe we could get such a super quality couch

for that price when compared with other companies.  We should

also mention that the care, service and backup received from the

Therapy Essentials Team has been second to none.”

Jeremy Smith, Blue Spa

“The Diva has proven to be a

real success in our spa.  With

such height ranges (from near

floor level right up to near

head height) and silent,

effortless operation, it has

proved the most suitable for

all our treatments.  Clients

just love the comfort too.

We were amazed at just how

low it went.  Absolutely

brilliant for some of our less

able bodied clients.”



You might also like..

Affinity 50 Piece
Basalt Stone Set

Affinity Backrest
Stool

Affinity Thermo
Electric Blanket

Affinity Soft 
Contour Bolster

Affinity Folding
Stool

Affinity Disposable
Face Cradle or
Breathe Hole
Cover (100 pack)

Affinity Paper
Towel Holder

Affinity Helena
Luxury • Versatile • Statement

Affinity Comfortflex
Comfort • Feature Rich • The Ultimate

For the discerning professional....Because your clients deserve the best....

“This table is, without question one of the most comfortable,

versatile and attractive new additions to our salon.  Our

clients just love the luxurious Therafoam comfort and with

the hydraulic lifting head and foot sections, this table is a

pleasure to use for all massage, beauty treatments, pedi-

cures and reflexology.”

Hena

“This is my 3rd Affinity table and is without

doubt the very best.  The clients love it, comfort

by name, comfort by nature.

All of my clients have commented on how 

comfortable the breathe hole is.”


